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ʻi need to consult 
a neurologistʼ 

 
  



i did not embroider that lampshade, itʼs from ikea 
who the fuck embroiders lampshades 
 
i just remembered what her laugh sounds like 
should my brain be capable of doing that, is that ok 
 
i picture what her teeth do when she laughs,  
then picture her head shaped like a pac man 
 
in my head her head is a turquoise pac man but her body is the same 
i focus on this and i canʼt hear her laugh anymore and it feels good 
 
i want to be an extra layer of atmosphere  
that protects her from things she doesnʼt like 
i hope she doesnʼt mind her world tinted a little pink 
i think thatʼs what color i would be, all stretched out like that 
 
if she is pac man, iʼm the red ghost and the dots are pepperonis 
i want to leave expensive salami in a cooler on her doorstep 
probably fancy cheese, too 
 
once i tried to say ʻpac manʼ but said ʻpornʼ instead 
i donʼt know why 
i didnʼt watch porn at the time 
i donʼt watch it often now, to be honest 
but i would watch porn on a gameboy advance 
that seems awesome 
 
 
 
 
  



(no subject) 
 
  



i've been listening to time by riff raff at least once a day for the last few weeks 
i dont understand contemporary hip hop 
i really like this song 
when i listen to it i think about some of the choices i have made 
i don't know if riff raff is self aware  
or if i am in any position to judge him based on the information im able to gather 
im so confused by riff raff 
 
when i listen to orions belt by riff raff and kitty pryde i feel compplete 
i remember i saw diane marie share something via kitty mcguire and i was so excited 
i sent kitty mcguire a friend request 
she hasn't responded but its ok 
i realised that i'd only bother her for acapellas anyway 
 
it feels like all of the famouse people that i have on facebook probably don't like me that much 
most of the musicians get bombarded with requests for acapellas 
i guess i feel bad about expecting something for nothing 
 
i downloaded the acapella album on kitty prydes bandcamp 
maybe i should ask moontemple to record a poem for me again 
 
this culture is really exciting 
 
watching people like heiko julien get really big makes me so happy 
we're all friends online truly i think that is beautiful 
i got marie calloways book in the mail this morning  
she blocked me i can't remember why 
i dont care i have her book and i'm really enjoying it 
 
i like the idea that eventually all of these artists will gain recognition outside of social media 
we can all be tao lin boost 
boost aw shit  
 
i'm remixing kitty pryde acapellas with trad jazz samples boost 
i'm liking ur status crispin boost 
 
in sydney where i live i go to poetry nights mostly they're open mic 
and i get up and read some stuff by libby rindal or steve roggenbuck and all the people in the 
audience don't really get into it which i guess could be because i'm not a great speaker but 
they all seem to love slam poetry which is pretty lame 
i feel like if i looked like riff raff these assholes would wise up a little 
if riff raff was my boyfriend they'd take this shit a little more seriously 
 
  



three poems 
 
  



comfortable 
 
think about the mould youʼre inhaling 
if it hasnʼt killed you yet, it surely never will 
it doesnʼt have the fucking guts 
 
put it off for another day 
youʼll call them tomorrow and ask about the job 
they wonʼt answer and youʼll be relieved 
 
wear the same underwear again 
do laundry this weekend; is it really that bad? 
comfortable in your filth 
 
nothing can hurt you if you never get out of bed 
except for bedsores 
and starvation 
 
 
 
true love 
 
so this is true love; it must be 
my eyes are burning from the text 
the moment I'm told 
he's staying one more night 
 
 
 
 
two haikus about missing you 
 
you said you wouldnʼt 
and now you totally are 
or at least you have 
 
tearing myself up 
sleeping in a bed of nails 
made of your old clothes 
  



i missed you 
again today 

  



i missed you again today 
as lizards flaunt their rainbow bellies in the desert 
as rams use their thick skulls to dispute mates in abandoned israel 
as cats lunge at their owners 
and dogs dart after squirrels in snowy backyards 
as bats migrate north to avoid the heat 
as uma thurman films her new movie 
as men seek treatment for their waning testosterone 
as students gaze into their laptop screens 
begging for any kind of distraction 
as ancient maps remain unchanged 
regardless of new discoveries 
as cartographers die 
as i drive home from work 
some infectious thing grows inside me 
it is hard to identify at first 
as nature documentaries make me question my religion 
as faith weakens 
as science strengthens 
his belts lay on my floor unused for the first time in years 
as the nurse shark nestles against the sand 
as its gills pulsate 
i try not to let johnʼs dog lick my face 
because my lips havenʼt known anotherʼs since you left 
as i wonder why i am so invested 
after only two days in your presence. 
two days 
this water fell as rain on the mountains hundreds of miles away 
turning the sand into blotting paper for my watercolor paints 
i am painting you 
alone in the dunes 
  



"Expect to Have 
A Psychotic 

Break Before 
Age 25" 

  



Anticipate flat open land first. 
Build, in your future vision, 
hills, trees, rivers, grasses, 
animals, some of whom-- 
of their own volition--will 
add roads and cars, houses, 
fences and sign systems. 
 
Consider the road a 
finite conveyance tool. 
Consider the house a 
pragmatic mistake. 
 
Accept the ground as something you shake. 
Accept the fields as subject to change. 
Accept the cities as ordinary destruction. 
Accept the extraordinary plurality of it all. 
All, everything, you made this, you are made of this. 



On Recursion 
  



 
 
"The School of Knowledge For Its Own Sake" 
 
 
In the School of Knowledge For Its Own Sake, students are required - out of a necessity for 
necessities, rather than out of perpetuation of a deed - to interrogate the applications of the 
knowledge they are taught - taught for the sake of being taught, as the educational experience 
is in of itself a virtue - in order to discern that the actions that are informed by this knowledge 
exist to further perpetuate the creation of knowledge - as the creation and subsequent 
education of knowledge is metaphorically alchemical in its transmutation of the mind - rather 
than to perpetuate an action that might, perhaps, cease the greatest possible amount of 
knowledge to be created, learned, and thus be applied itself to create and perpetuate the 
education of further knowledge. 
 
 
 
"The Sexuals" 
 
 
A girl wearing black lipstick is looking at you as you are making her unhappy because she 
wants to be kissing the girl who is wearing the same black lipstick as her, which she cannot be 
if you are kissing the girl wearing the same black lipstick as her. 
 
 
 
"Dr. Martens Pierce" 
 
 
My new blue shoes have a very cute floral print lining on the inside of their openings, in which I 
put my feet. When I wear my new blue shoes, my ankles fill their openings, thus preventing the 
cute floral print lining from being seen. Anybody looking at my new blue shoes will see my 
ankles instead of the cute floral print lining. When I take off my new blue shoes, I and anybody 
else looking at them can see the cute floral print lining. 
 
 
 
"On Identity, Politics, and Identity Politics at Dyke March 2013 (Preface)" 
 
The transgender nihilist could not conclude whether or not to attend Dyke March. A 
transgender nihilist called her cell phone and told her to meet him and his boyfriend at Dyke 
March. The transgender nihilist agreed to meet with the transgender nihilist and his boyfriend. 
 
  



Victoria Sélavy is doomed in Arlington, VA. @cosmic_lagoon 
 
— 
Weet Bix is on facebook 
 
— 
Ashley currently writes and tweets in London, Ontario, Canada. 
 
— 
rachel pattycake might want to be your friend, maybe you could even grow to love her. 
she lives in chicago, illinois, america where she writes and goes on dates when she is hungry. 
you two could throw the football back and forth sometime, if you wanted. 
twitter.com/racheltacobell  rachelpattycake.tumblr.com 
 
— 
unfit lives in Austin, Texas and on the web, at unfitmagazine.tumblr.com. unfit has recently 
released a book called Poems Vol. I, available here. 
 
— 
codisuzanneoliver.blogspot.com 
 
 

http://www.facebook.com/weetbix420cashmoneyheyladies
http://miserabilist.tumblr.com/
http://www.twitter.com/ashle___y
http://twitter.com/racheltacobell
http://rachelpattycake.tumblr.com
http://unfitmagazine.tumblr.com
http://unfit.bigcartel.com/product/poems-vol-i
http://codisuzanneoliver.blogspot.com
http://mammal-habitat.blogspot.com/
http://www.twitter.com/cosmic_lagoon
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